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ON EISENSTEIN'S SUPPLEMENT TO THE LAW OF 
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We denote the domain of rational infagera by Z and let a w )  denote the integral 
domain {x+yw; x ,  ~ E Z ) ,  where w is the complex c& root of unity (-l+l/-3)/2. f he 
elements of Z[w] were used by Eisenstein (1844, 1846), in his work on cubic reciprocity and 
for this reason are sometimes called Eisenstein integers (for details of the arithmetic of 
Eisenstein'integers see, for example, the delightful book by Ireland end Rosen (1972), whose 
notation we follow). If a 6 Z[w] we write N(a) = aZ(&Z) for its norm, lwhere a is the 
complex conjugate of a. There are exactly six units (elements of norm 1) in Z[tu], namely 
f 1, f w, f d. Two non-zero Eisenstein integers a ,  B are mid to  be wociatee, written 
a - 8, if their quotient alp is a unit. Z[w] is a Euclideen domain so each non-zero, non- 
unit element is expressible in essentially a unique manner as a product of primes. The 
primes of Z[w] coneiet of positive rational primes q E 2 (mod 3) end their essocintes, comp1e.x 
primes of the form a+bw having norm a rational prime r 1 (mod 3), and 1-w end its 
associates. We remark that the norm of 1-w is 3, indeed 3 ~ (1 -w) ' .  

If n is a prime in Z[w], not an aesociete of the prime 1 -w (written nx/l -w)  then 
N(n) = 1 (mod 3) and the cubic residue chareoter of rr(sZ[w]) modao n ia &&id by 

This character enjoys the following properties : if a,  B E Z[o] then 

and 

Also we have 

A prime n of Z[w] will be called primary if it satisfies n r 2 (mod 3). If n is a prhno 
x/1 -w then among its six essociatos e ~ c t l y  ono is  prima.^. Clearly 1 -w and its asso- 
ciates are not primary. Eisenutein (1844) proved 



The Law of Cubic Reciprocity: If n and h are primary primes of Z[w] then 

/ 

Two proofe of this are given by Ireland and Rosen (1972) (see also Cooke, 1974). 
In the same year Eisenstein also proved 

Supplement to the Law of Cubic of Reciprocity : Let .rr be a primary prime of Z[w]. 
If n = q is rational, let q = 3m-1. If n = a+bw is a primary complex prime, let 
o=3m-1, b =3n. Then 

. Only the oase n rational of the supplement to the law of cubic reoiprocity is proved 
by Ireland and Rosen (1972), (see comment (c), p. 116). In this article we prove the supple- 
ment in a very simple manner by deducing it from the law of cubic reoiprocity. Other 
proofs have been given by Cooke (1974) and the author (Williams, 1975); it is also a special 
o w  of Artin's power reoiprocity law (Artin and Tate, 1967). 

We begin by extending the definition of the oubic residue character to allow us to 
work with n ~ n - ~ r i m ;  integers of Z[w] in the denominator of the symbol, yet still retain 
properties analogous to (2),. (3) and (4). 

Let. aeZ[w] and let 7eZ[w] be such that 7 @ 0 (mod 1-w). We set 

1, if 7 is a unit of Z[W], 
(6) 

(E) ... (z)  , if r is not a unit and r = n, . . . n, where the nc are primes. 

Aa Z[w] is a unique factorization domain the definition is a valid one. If a ,  beZ[w], 7,  

psZ[w] with 7, p @ 0 (mod 1-w) then it is easily verified using (Z), (3), (4) and (6) that 

and 

( )  = (4) if a - /l (mod ;). 
8 8 
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The Lst assertion involves checking that if nl and n, are primes of Z[w] wit& nl ~/1-w, 
n2 %I1 -w then 

N(nl)-l $ N(n ----8----= 1- I N(n~nS)- I (mod 3). 
3 3 3 

We a h  note from (6) that if k is a rational idteger Z 0 (mod 3) and m is e retionel integer 
such thet (k, m) = 1 then 

Further we note that if a, f l  c Z[w] are such that a f l  r 2 (mod 3), then a simple applica- 
tion of (6) and the law of cubic reoiprocity gives 

%11y if k is a rational integer = 2 (mod $), eay k = 3m-1, then 

showing that 

Proof of 8up&mnt fo Law of Cubic Reciprocity. The cam n retionel is juet the 
specialoaeek = qof(l1). I fn ianot  mtional, n = a+bwwhe~s a = 31n-1, b = 3n; then 
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